Smart Thermostats for Small Businesses

Put technology to work for your small business. Now you can get an ecobee3 lite smart thermostat and professional installation—a $229 value—for just $69 through BGE’s Small Business Energy Solutions Program.

Benefits

With a Wi-Fi enabled smart thermostat, you’ll enjoy the following benefits:

- **Savings.** Save up to 10% on your annual heating and cooling costs.*
- **Convenience.** Control your heating, ventilation and air conditioning system from anywhere using your smartphone, tablet or computer.
- **Automated settings.** Set back your heating and cooling system automatically on evenings and weekends when your business is closed or when spaces are unoccupied.
- **Increased comfort.** Rely on your thermostat’s ability to monitor weather changes and adjust the temperature to maintain comfort and lower costs.
- **Tamperproof.** Use the optional lockout feature to keep employees from tampering with the temperature.

To get your smart thermostat, contact your approved BGE program contractor.

Smart Thermostat Features

Here are some of the helpful features of a smart thermostat.

- **System Mode** shows your current ecobee setting [heat/cool/auto/off].
- **Temperature** shows the indoor temperature in your business.
- **Humidity** shows the indoor humidity.
- **Menu** enables you to control your system based on your hours of operation and more.
- **Weather** shows the local weather and forecast for the week.
- **Quick Changes** lets you switch easily from Home and Away.

A $229 value for just $69!

Includes professional installation and programming.
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*Savings compared to a conventional thermostat operating a five-ton rooftop unit providing electric heating and cooling in a small retail environment. You may realize more or less savings based on equipment, fuel source, operating hours and business and building type.
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This program supports the EmPOWER Maryland Energy Efficiency Act.